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Letter from SCIEF

Dear friends,

I am excited for the opportunity 

to address you all in our new 

Newsletter. 

Despite everything, 2020 has given 

us the opportunity to witness 

people coming together to support 

one another. This interruption to 

normality has provided a unique 

time to realign ourselves with what 

it is to be human. And remind 

ourselves of what’s truly important 

as we go about our lives.

2020 has been a very bizarre, 

strange and unprecedented year. 

A year that has not been easy. Like 

many of you, no doubt, we quickly 

had to find ways of adapting to the 

new health and hygiene situation. 

These temporary challenges left 

us with little time to communicate 

through our Newsletter.

But even though we did not have 

time to communicate in this way 

with you as much as we’d have 

liked, we nevertheless remained 

in regular contact with our friends 

and partners. Time spent travelling 

to and from meetings was instead 

efficiently replaced with telephone 

or video conference calls. This 

being said, we know no technology 

will ever feel quite the same as a 

proper discussion around the table 

or together in one place, and we are 

very much looking forward to having 

these conversations in person with 

you again in, we hope, the very near 

future. 

But before we see each other 

again in the New Year, we would 

like to wish you and your friends 

and family the very best of health. 

We also hope that 2021 brings you 

happier prospects and sees a return 

to some sort of normality. Whatever 

the case, we hope it allows you to 

thrive.

We would also like to take the 

opportunity to give you an update 

on our Center.

I would like to thank our partners, 

staff and community for your 

understanding and support 

throughout 2020. 

Finally, I want to acknowledge 

how humbled I am by everyone’s 

commitment and support during 

this extraordinary year. Despite the 

various challenges we’ve all faced, 

it’s been wonderful to work together 

and I look forward to this continuing 

into 2021 and beyond.

As always, I wish you all and your 

families health, happiness and 

peace and I invite you to stay tuned 

for further information about the 

SCIEF next events and programs 

and we hope you enjoy reading this 

Newsletter at least as much as we 

enjoyed putting it together. 

Sincerely,  

Gonzalo Rodríguez  

SCIEF General Coordinator

http://www.scief.es
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The IsDB - SCIEF Competition
Islamic Finance Changemakers Challenge

‘Second lesson of the day: Burmese language for the ‘8 to 12 years old student group’. Photo taken by Ana de la Vega, volunteer 
in School at Rohingya’s Refugee Camp in Bangladesh. August and September 2019.

The Islamic Finance Changemakers Challenge is the new compatition in partnership with 
the Islamic Development Bank, with more than 30,000 USD in prizes!

Our aim is building a global movement where anyone, anywhere, can take action to solve 
a social problem in their community. We work to build this movement by supporting 
social entrepreneurs, innovators, business leaders and policy makers by delivering ground-
breaking analysis, by accelerating entrepreneurship and creating strong partnerships that 
will drive the movement forward.

We have received 90 applications. In October, 2020 the Challenge Jury chose the top 3 
competitors who will take the stage in the upcoming ceremony in Jeddah to present their 
innovative business ideas.

http://www.scief.es
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The IsDB - SCIEF Competition
Islamic Finance Changemakers Challenge

Meet the finalists of the Islamic Finance 
Changemakers Challenge
The Islamic Finance Changemakers Challenge team, IsDB and SCIEF would like to thank all 
the participants in this Challenge. We have received 90 projects from 25 countries. The 
vast majority with a great innovative elements.

The Jury deliberation work has been very challenging. We also want to express our 
gratitude to all of our jury members. SCIEF and the IsDB presents 3 Islamic Finance 
startups from Malaysia and Saudi Arabia that won a ticket to the Grand Final. In the coming 
months, IsDB will host the final gala.

· HALNEX 
Country: Malaysia 
Equipped with over 16 years of industry experience in Halal, Quality Management, science 
and business development, we provide a revolutionary digitized platform to elevate the 
quality proficiency and skill, as well as business development for multidisciplinary fields of 
the Islamic Market in real time. We aim to boost the industry by leveraging on connecting 
people, industries, data, and process hence elevating their operations to a higher global 
standard.

· MAD CASH 
Country: Malaysia 
MADCash is an Islamic Fintech building a Sharia compliant microfunding platform that will 
be able to track impact and related activities using mobile apps and web based application. 
MADCash enables unbanked and underbanked women entrepreneurs to get interest free 
loans as rolling capital to improve the economic status of their households with each pay 
back funding another entrepreneur. The target beneficiaries are creates an ecosystem of 
women growing, supporting and funding women.

http://www.scief.es
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Prizes

 
1st position : $ 15,000  

+ 1-year IE Mentoring Program

2nd position : $ 10,000

3rd position : $ 5,000

We want to support these essential 
Islamic Finance changemakers to help 
make more equitable and compassionate 
societies and reach the goal to make 
this world a better place for everyone, 
everywhere, step by step.

Competition winners will also receive 
access to several resources provided by 
IE Foundation.

· THEMAR 
Country: Saudi Arabia 
THEMAR is a Sharia compliant peer to peer purchase financing network. Its simple 
platform connects small & micro business purchasers to investors through its online 
funding platform. THEMAR supports businesses with their local purchases. Our purchasers 
are small and micro enterprises that want to finance their purchases swiftly and efficiently. 
Our Investors are individuals or institutional investors that want to grow and diversify their 
investment portfolio while helping the local economy. Purchasers can easily access capital 
for their short-term business purchasing needs while investors can earn Sharia compliant 
return on their investment.

The Final Gala event will be announced very soon. Stay tuned!

Prizes

The IsDB - SCIEF Competition
Islamic Finance Changemakers Challenge

http://www.scief.es
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The SCIEF Board meeting was held on 10, December 2020, using a virtual meeting 
platform.

The meeting was attended by H. E. Prof. Abdulrahman Al Yobi, President of the King 
Abdulaziz University (KAU).

During the meeting the Executive Board approved to continue the activity of the Center 
during the next year.

“This is another strong signal of the membership’s commitment to ensure that SCIEF will 
continue to have sufficient resources to provide full confidence that it can adequately 
support all the activities during the next years” Mr. Gonzalo Rodriguez, SCIEF General 
Coordinator said at the end of the meeting.

The SCIEF Board Meeting

http://www.scief.es
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IFN Advisory Board

On July 22, 2020, IFN (Islamic Finance News, the world´s leading Islamic Finance News 
Provider) appointed Dr. Celia de Anca, SCIEF Director, member of the IFN Advisory Board.

Comprising industry luminaries recognized for their deep market expertise and 
contribution to the global Islamic finance sector, the IFN Advisory Board provides strategic 
advice to IFN management and serves as an instrumental conduit between IFN and the 
Islamic finance industry at large. Key sectors of the Islamic finance industry are represented 
by these industry veterans who hail from a diverse geography and draw from decades-
worth of invaluable industry experience.

IFN was proud to introduce the 11 highly qualified subject matter experts who form the 
IFN Advisory Board. The advisors have extensive experience in their field with exposure at 
local and international levels.

http://www.scief.es
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The #SCIEFtalk webinar on ‘The role of multilateral institutions in promoting Islamic Finan-
ce in the coming years’ took place on 23 July, 2020.

The development of Islamic finance is a joint effort of many different initiatives. With the 
support of multilateral institutions, it enables the Islamic finance industry to thrive even 
further.

Their active role undoubtedly has a significant impact to Islamic financial industry landsca-
pe given their wide and global membership coverage, financial capacity as well as profes-
sional human capital capability.

This webinar will therefore discuss what is the role of the multilateral institutions and how 
various Islamic finance instruments can be used to support the recovery efforts in different 
countries.

#SCIEFtalks Series
The role of multilateral institutions in promoting  

Islamic Finance in the coming years

http://www.scief.es
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#SCIEFtalks Series
Islamic Fintech’s Future

Islamic Fintech’s Future was a webinar organized by SCIEF and MDEC (Malaysia Digital Eco-
nomy Corporation) on 29th of September, 2020.

The crisis the COVID-19 has generated on the global economy, the way it is changing eco-
nomic exchanges internationally and its impact on transport, labor and production pat-
terns all around the globe, is raising different voices calling for more sustainable and inclu-
sive models of economic development. In this context Islamic Fintech has a role to play.

Advanced technologies, from blockchain to artificial intelligence, are transforming financial 
services. Islamic finance is no different. Sharia-compliant fintechs are popping up in Islamic 
and non-Islamic nations alike, promising to win over millions of young Muslims and extend 
financial services to the underbanked. Against the backdrop of the coronavirus pandemic, 
Islamic Fintech is ever more important.

There has never been a more important time than now to build Islamic financial products 

http://www.scief.es
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Panelists:

Diyana Najwa, Lead for Islamic Fintech, Malaysia Digital Economy Corporation (MDEC).

Umar Munshi, Co-Founder at Ethis Global group of Fintech startups

Emilio Escartín, Fuel Venture Capital. Partner of European/Middle Eastern Market 
Executive. IE Professor.

Moderator:

Mohd Ma’Sum Billah, Professor of finance, insurance, fintech and investment at the 
Islamic Economics Institute, King Abdulaziz University.

that are fair and have the customers’ interests in mind. Fintech has come a long way in the 
last decade and it is now delivering on its promise.

This panel examined the opportunities and challenges which the Islamic Fintech face.

#SCIEFtalks Series
Islamic Fintech’s Future

http://www.scief.es
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#SCIEFtalks Series
Islamic Finance and Halal Industry Issues 

and Challenges

The crisis generated by COVID-19 on the global economy, the way it is changing economic 
exchanges internationally and its impact on transport, labor and production patterns all 
around the globe, is raising different voices calling for more sustainable and inclusive 
models of economic development. 

The Halal and Islamic fi¬nance industries have grown rather independently of each other. 
This is largely due to the core reasons behind the development of each industry. The Halal 
industry was driven primarily by Shariah compliance certifi¬cation and the production 
process, whilst the Islamic Fi¬nance industry saw its growth through the need to provide 
an alternative to conventional ¬financing instruments.

In the current context, there have been some developments in terms of integrating the 
two industries. This has been facilitated by the common objective of the two industries 
which is to ensure compliance with Shariah principles. However, the fact that the inroads 
made for the convergence of the Halal industry with the Islamic ¬Finance industry are still 
in their very early stages.

This panel celebrated on 
October 2020, examined 
the opportunities and 
challenges which both 
industries face.
Panelists:
Tomas Guerrero, Manager 
at the Halal Trade and 
Marketing Centre (Dubai, 
UAE)
Hani Abbas Helmi, Senior 
Consultant, Dar AL Sharia 
(Dubai, UAE)

http://www.scief.es
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On 7 December 2020, #SCIEFtalks Series organized a webinar on “Exploring Islamic Fintech: 
Rizq, an alternative UK Islamic digital bank”. This session explored the new Islamic digital 
bank that will be launched in UK in the coming months: https://getrizq.co/ 

Exploring this project but talking about the Islamic digital ecosystem, Islamic Fintech, and 
about the UK and European Islamic banking market.

With Peter Trebelev, Co-Founder / Head of Growth at Rizq and Mushtaq Hussain, CEO at 
Rizq, and SCIEF General Coordinator Gonzalo Rodríguez as the moderator.

#SCIEFtalks Series
Exploring Islamic Fintech:  

Rizq, an alternative UK Islamic Digital Bank

All the #SCIEFtalks are avalaible on the SCIEF official channel on Youtube: 
You can access by clicking here.

http://www.scief.es
https://getrizq.co/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCDzW_T_BYWyVAVskyxjpTww
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Conferences and Events
International Conference on Mitigating the 
Socio-Economic Impact of Pandemic: An Islamic 
Finance Alternative
Mr. Rodriguez, SCIEF General 
Coordinator, attended as a 
penalist the International 
Conference on mitigating the 
socio-economic impact of 
pandemic: An Islamic finance 
alternative. On 23-24 September, 
2020.

Academic Event in Collaboration 
with Department of Economics, 
AMAL College of Advanced 
Studies Nilambur, Kerala and 
Kerala State Higher Education 
Council.

Amal College of Advanced Studies 
was established by The Nilambur 
Muslim Orphanage Committee 
(NMOC) in the year 2005. 
The idea of the College was, in fact, conceived by Sri PV Abdul Wahab who was then 
Chairman of the Committee. He is, as such, the founding father of the College. The College 
started functioning with three Programmes. The college comes under section 2 F& 12(B) 
of the UGC Act, 1956.  The college is a Minority Educational Institution, covered under 
section 2(g) of the National Commission for Minority Educational Institution Act, 2004.

http://www.scief.es
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Global Islamic Economy Summit about 
Digitalization on Islamic Banking

On November 10th, the SCIEF General Coordinator Gonzalo Rodríguez attended the Global 
Islamic Economy Summit about Digitalization on Islamic Banking to discuss that amid 
all the challenges facing Islamic banks, there were some bright areas where growth was 
occurring including in digital finance, as the world started to embrace the work-from-home 
model, and in capital markets with multilaterals (Islamic Development Bank), sovereigns 
(Indonesia) and corporate issuers in Malaysia, Indonesia, the UAE and Saudi Arabia issuing 
into strong market demand.

Conferences and Events

http://www.scief.es
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State of the Global Islamic Economy (SGIE) 
Report

Since 2013, the State of the Global Islamic Economy (SGIE) Report, produced annually, 
has become the go-to global reference for the Islamic/Halal Economy related industry 
executives, investors, national economic development officials, and entrepreneurs.

While 2020 turned out to be an unusual year, we’ll be launching the report through a 
series of remarkable worldwide events.

For the first time, the launch events will be broadcast live, where the report presentation 
and panel discussions will be interspersed with quizzes and multimedia content.

The SCIEF General Coordinator Gonzalo Rodríguez presented the Madrid SGIE Report 
Launch event on November 23, 2020 to speak about the Halal Market and Islamic Finance 
for Spanish speaking countries.

Conferences and Events

http://www.scief.es
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Mr. Gonzalo Rodriguez participated in the 
Launch Ceremony of the Global Islamic 
Finance Report 2020-21, published by 
Cambridge Institute of Islamic Finance on 
Friday 15, January 2021.

The report shows the overview of the 
Global Islamic Finance industry during 
2020 and how was the pandemic 
influence in it. 

Launch Ceremony of the Global Islamic Finance 
Report 2020-2021

Conferences and Events

It also shows the Islamic Finance Country Index 2020, which ranks 48 countries of the 
world in terms of their leadership a potential in Islamic finance.

http://www.scief.es
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Conferences and Events

On Thursday, January 21, Mr. Rodríguez, the SCIEF General Coordinator was invited 
to participate representing SCIEF to the official presentation of issue 22 of the Journal 
Hesperia, which covers the topic of the United Arab Emirates

The event included participation by Pedro Martínez Avial, Director of Casa Árabe, Mr. 
Majid Al-Suwaidi, the Ambassador of the United Arab Emirates, Juan Martos Quesada, 
director of the journal Hesperia, and Ahmed Kaddour, holder of a PhD in Hispanic 
Philology from the Universidad Complutense de Madrid.

Hesperia, Culturas del Mediterráneo is an academic journal aimed at larger audiences 
which focuses on the cultural world, taking a look at the great changes taking place today, 
with a special interest in the Mediterranean region. After 17 years in print, it remains an 
ambitious project that aims to reflect the spirit of the Mediterranean as a true laboratory 
for globalization, and historically a space for intense cultural exchanges.

Presentation of  the Journal Hesperia about 
United Arab Emirates

http://www.scief.es
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Education

Finanzas islámicas: una visión alternativa de la economía 
(Islamic finance: an alternative vision of the economy) is 
an article written in Spanish by Gonzalo Rodríguez, SCIEF 
General Coordinator, on the official blog of the AECID Library 
(Spanish Agency for International Development Cooperation) 
that aims to disseminate its funds, services and activities. It 
is open to collaboration in its three specialties: Development 
Cooperation, Americanism, and Arab Studies. 
https://reinamares.hypotheses.org/35912

Master Class on Islamic Finance at Rey Juan 
Carlos I University

Global Media

‘Islamic Finance: An Alternative View of the 
Economy’

The SCIEF General Coordinator Gonzalo 
Rodríguez presented the masterclass 
‘The ABC of Islamic Finance’. 

The class was conducted virtually due 
to the Covid19 restrictions.

The professor explained to students the principles of Islamic Economy, the Islamic 
banking products and operations, the Islamic Finance developments and the SCIEF main 
achievements. 

http://www.scief.es
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PARTNERS HIGHLIGHTSPARTNERS HIGHLIGHTS

On 23 August 2020 Prof. Dr. Abdul Azim Islahi retired from 
the Islamic Economics Institute, King Abdulaziz University 
after serving the Institute for 18 years. He started his 
teaching career at the College of Engineering, King Abdul Aziz 
University, in 1977 where he worked up to 1988 as Assistant 
Professor. In 2002 he joined Islamic Economics Institute. 
In the interim period, from 1989 to 2002 he worked as the 
Associate Professor, at the Department of Economics, Aligarh 
Muslim University, India. In 2015, he became the Editor-in-
Chief of the Journal of King Abdulaziz University – Islamic 
Economics which he served till his retirement. 

Prof. Dr Islahi retires from Islamic Economics 
Institute as Editor in Chief of Journal of King 
Abdulaziz University – Islamic Economics

Prof. Islahi obtained his PhD. from the Aligarh Muslim University, on Economic Concepts of 
Ibn Taimiyah. His research papers have appeared in professional and refereed international 
journals. He also contributed to various other disciplines of Islam such as fiqh, tafsir, 
education, sirah of the Prophet (pbuh), and some aspects of conventional economics.
Prof. Islahi has spent about 40 years in research and teaching. Over a period of time 
he has developed specialization in the ‘history of Islamic Economic Thought’. He is an 
internationally acclaimed scholar and an authority in the field of  his specialization. His 
unique contribution to the subject is his series of studies in the area of Islamic economic 
thought in the periods after 15th century. Some of his works are: Contributions of Muslim 
Scholars to the History of Economic Thought and Analysis; Muslim Economic Thinking and 
Institutions in the 10th AH/16th AD Century; A Study of Muslim Economic Thinking in the 
11th AH/17th AD Century; History of Islamic Economic Thought; Islamic Economic Thinking 
in The 12th AH/18th AD; Economic Thinking of Arab Muslim Writers during the Nineteenth 
Century; Muhammad Hamidullah and His Pioneering Works on Islamic Economics, etc.

http://www.scief.es
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Prof. Dr. Ahmed Belouafi is currently a professor 
of Islamic Economics and finance at the Islamic 
Economics Institute (IEI), King Abdulaziz 
University (KAU) and has been appointed as new 
editor in chief of the ‘Journal of King Abdulaziz 
University: Islamic Economics’. He has also 
been appointed as a member of the scientific 
committee of the ‘Sheikh Muhammad Al-Rashid 
Chair for Islamic Finance Studies’ at Al-Imam 
Muhammad Bin Saud University (Riyadh). 

Prof. Dr Ahmed Belouafi appointed as  Editor in 
Chief of Journal of King Abdulaziz University – 
Islamic Economics

Prof. Belouafi holds a Master in Money Banking and Finance, and a PhD in Economics 
from Sheffield University (UK). He taught several Islamic Economics and finance courses 
at the University of Birmingham (UK), London Open College (UK), and at Economics 
Department and IEI at KAU in Saudi Arabia.  In the academic year 2013-2014 he was 
awarded a teaching excellence certificate of the executive education of IE Business School 
(Madrid-Spain). He authored/edited more than 40 papers and publications in the form of 
articles in international refereed journals, books, chapters in books, academic reviews and 
monographs. He has participated in many national and international symposiums in the 
IEs and IF domain. Among his research interests: financial and monetary reform, sovereign 
money, complementary currencies, Islamic finance education and curricula, financial crises 
and financial stability, and fintech in the MENA region. Among his latest publications: 

1. “Reforming Islamic Finance Industry: Where from? .. Where to?”, (July 2020). 

2. “Impact of the Spread of COVID-19 Pandemic on Islamic Finance Industry (Arabic)”,   
            (August 2020). 

http://www.scief.es
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Consultative Status (Roster) with Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) of the United 
Nations). It was chaired by Prof. Javed Ahmad Khan, Director, Centre for West Asian 
Studies, Jamia Millia Islamia and Moderated by Sheikh Nizamuddin, a member of the 
General Assembly of the IOS. 

Chapter on Awqaf contributed  
by Dr Hicham Hamza

Lecture by Dr Kaleem ALAM on Musharakah 

Dr Hichem Hamza, Researcher, 
Islamic Economics Institute, 
King Abdulaziz University, 
contributed a chapter 
‘Developing Awqaf through 
Cash Waqf’ in the book Awqaf-
Led Islamic Social Finance, 
Published by Routledge. 

Dr Kaleem ALAM, Researcher 
and International Collaboration 
coordinator at Islamic 
Economics Institute, King 
Abdulaziz University, made an 
on-line lecture on Musharakah 
(Partnership) organized by the 
Institute of Objective Studies 
(IOS), New Delhi (IOS is in 
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